This paper addresses the problem of foreground-background image segmentation where only the approximate color distributions of the foreground and background regions are given as the input. Our aim is to derive a fundamental algorithm with this primitive setup that can find foreground and background regions that are consistent with the given input distributions. The essential question here is how to measure consistencies between the given distributions and the segmentation.
Dual Distribution Matching Binary segmentation is formulated as a problem that involves finding a label L L L for the set of pixels P, as L L L = {L p |L p ∈ {F, B}, ∀p ∈ P}, where p denotes a pixel, and F/B denotes the foreground/background label. The foreground/background region is the set of all pixels with F/B and is denoted as R L L L l = {p ∈ P|L p = l} (l = F, B). The probability distribution of colors (or intensities) within region R L L L l is written as P L L L l (l = F, B). Let us assume that only the approximate distributions for both the foreground and background are given as H F P L L L * F and H B P L L L * B , where L L L * is the ground truth of L L L. Here, L L L * is inferred as the label that minimizes the following energy function E(L L L):
where M l (L L L) is the negative of the distribution similarity measure B(, ):
The S(L L L) is a smoothness function composed of pairwise discontinuity penalties. This is called dual distribution matching or DDM, because both the foreground and background distributions are matched simultaneously. The term B(, ) is the Bhattacharyya coefficient that measures the amount of overlap between two distributions f and g, which takes 1 as the maximum when f = g:
With the definitions above, E(L L L) with λ B = 0 or λ F = 0, which we define as E F (L L L) or E B (L L L) respectively, is equivalent to the single distribution matching of the BMGC method [1] . We refer to the BMGC method with E F (L L L) or E B (L L L) as F-BMGC or B-BMGC. As illustrated in Fig.1 , those methods cannot capture the true solution L L L * if the input distribution H F or H B is inaccurate. In contrast, our method is more likely to capture the true solution by using both constraints simultaneously. We show Also, we compared local and global consistency measures while varying the accuracy of the input distributions. Figure 3 shows that the proposed method outperforms the others at high and medium accuracies, whereas interactive graph cuts performed the best at very low accuracies. 
